Measurement of the temporal-modulation transfer function for a single listener with cochlear hearing loss and left-hemisphere damage.
The modulation depth required for the detection of sinusoidal amplitude-modulation applied to a white noise carrier was measured as a function of modulation frequency, giving temporal modulation transfer functions (TMTFs). Five adult listeners with normal hearing (mean age 52 years), five elderly listeners with moderate cochlear hearing loss (mean age 66 years) and a single elderly listener (aged 73 years) with moderate cochlear hearing loss and left-hemisphere damage were tested in the right ear at 50 dB SL. The five elderly listeners were matched in audiogram with the brain-damaged listener. Modulation detection was systematically poorer than normal in the five elderly listeners with cochlear hearing loss. However, their TMTFs were lowpass in shape, as for the five normal-hearing adult listeners. Modulation detection was much poorer in the elderly listener with cochlear hearing loss and left-hemisphere damage compared to the five normal-hearing adults and the five elderly listeners with cochlear hearing loss. Moreover, modulation detection was poorer at 4, 64 and 128 Hz than at 8, 16 and 32 Hz in the brain-damaged listener, giving his TMTF a bandpass appearance. These results are in agreement with the hypothesis that the main factors limiting the ability to detect changes in the temporal-envelope of sounds are located at a central (retro-cochlear) level of the auditory system rather than at a peripheral (cochlear) level. They also suggest that the TMTF approach may prove useful in distinguishing peripheral and central hearing losses.